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GENERAL ASSESSMENT 
Genesis Small uses superior materials to get hot, romantic and rich music that can be mixed with many 
instruments. 
 
 
ADVANTAGES 
High quality, solid, sophisticated material 
 
Sound of true music, warmth, easy listening, lasting 
 
We can listen to music on many devices and with different types of music. 
 
DISADVANTAGES 
 
The color of the cable (sheath) is not really eye-catching 
 

Despite being the second after GENESIS Big, the small speaker and HiDiamond 
signal cables still have the positive attributes that contribute to a relaxing musical 
experience. 
 
Refining technology 4VRC999% AG © 

Last month, STEREO introduced hi-end audience to the GENESIS series of the 
HiDiamond line. As part of this article, you will see that they continue to bring the largest 
cable experience at a cheaper cost, with the expectation of retaining the virtues of the 
most performing high-end series. 



Returning a bit to HiDiamond, you can see that their latest achievement is the exclusive 
cable technology called 4VRC999% AG ©. After HiDiamond announced the high-quality 
4VRC © handled cables that produce high-purity music rich in sound, it has pushed along 
with new technology for a new limit that is called 4VRC999% AG ©. As a result, 
HiDiamond boasts that this material technology allows their strings to run and be at the 
verge of the hi-end audio world.

 
In terms of 4VRC © technology, the manufacturer chooses well and refines the coil up to 
four times rather than twice as much as the other. This technology allows their wires to 
achieve greater purity than conventional wires (twice cooked). However, the new 
technology will also help HiDiamond's wires to go ahead with the production and creation 
of a compound with a special 4VRC © copper ratio and pure silver 999.99% (dual 
treatment). According to HiDiamond, this compound provides the ideal conductor for audio 
signal, suitable for producing the most advanced hi-end cables. 

If with the technology 4VRC © the directors to HiDiamond's are highly appreciated for their 
natural performance, 4VRC999% AG © technology reaches new levels in space, high 
precision, high frequency precision, along with clear play between the instrument and the 



static background and precise processing speed.

 

In terms of sensitivity, the small thread has the same look as the Big, except its diameter 
and weight. GENESIS Small have a diameter and weight of about 60% of the large thread. 
Both versions we use share the same high-end WBT connector. 
 
Experience 

The system that is used to experience HiDiamond GENESIS Small performance, including 
Chrysler Constellation LYNX, il Rogue Audio Sphinx 2 e il CD Research Audio CD5.  

Our first impression by hearing this system with the Genesis Small cables is that its sound 
is great. Its magnitude manifests itself in terms of stage and sound beyond the stature of 
the instruments. With the help of HiDiamond GENESIS Small, the Sphinx 2 amplifier and 
LYNX loudspeakers provide an abundant source of energy, a standard pure analog signal 



source. As a result, background noise is low and the music signal is always high.

 
Because the signal quality is good enough, we can get a great volume. But the sound will 
still be rounded, ordered, and rhythmic without any signs of disturbance, exaggeration, or 
overlapping. So, we have the feeling of listening to music on a large stand-alone speaker 
rather than a couple of 5-inch medium-sized woofer drivers like those of the LYNX. 

With most music genres, when listening to GENESIS Small, we found that the sound was 
softer, smoother at all frequencies. Antique jazz records have a lot of trumpet sounds and 
symphonic percussion that are not easy to hear and are often hard or sharp. Now through 
the little GENESIS, the sound of these has become softer and deeper, while the trumpet 
sounds less close to the ear of the listener. Thus, the trumpet sounded very much on the 
back but with a wider sound. Overall, it is easier to listen, so readers are more likely to 
spend more time than public  



 
Con la musica classica, la forza degli altoparlanti Chario, ora combinata con GENESIS 
Small di HiDiamond esprime uno strato di colore romantico. Le corde degli strumenti a 
corda sono più lunghe, rendendo ragionevole il ritmo dell'orchestra nella sala di ascolto. Il 
pianoforte ha anche più forza in ogni colpo che esegue l'artista e l'equilibrio è abbastanza 
naturale. Naturalmente, rispetto al grande filo GENESIS BIG, il piccolo mancava di una 
piccola forza interna per riprodurre il tono specifico di ogni strumento nel modo più 
naturale. Con la Big Band il GENESIS, se il pianista interpreta per esempio Brodmann o 
Steinway & Sons, l'ascoltatore può sentire i più piccoli movimenti. 

Throughout the frequency range with different genres of music, from half to high, the 
performance of GENESIS Small is always full. Produces the reproduction of wooden 
instruments such as violin, cello, bass, guitar or piano, always with the warmth and rhythm 
of the present and truthful barrel. This is very important for classical music lovers. Without 



such features, the sound will be dry, subtle and the music becomes lifeless.

 
The deep bass, which is the force of the GENESIS lines, still responds to certain 
requirements of the listener of this range. In terms of strength, small GENESIS can still 
produce powerful batteries such as hard rock or heavy metal football. However, the depth 
of the bass and the extent of the diffusion did not reach the threshold of the great Genesis 
Big model. So, with both popular music and that of the audiophile as antique jazz, 
contemporary jazz, country music or pop music, the GENESIS Small still has enough 



grandeur to satisfy everyone.

 
With our experience, GENESIS Small, we have found that these products have a high 
musical power, allowing the orchestra to be "fascinating" with any type of music. However, 
like many other Italian audio products, even for GENESIS is very personal .... Music 
through HiDiamond always has a subtly sweet, tasty and rich romantic flavor. This can be 
a treat for some people, but it can also confuse some people. It totally depends on the 



pleasure of each individual.

 
On the other hand, in terms of coordination, if your hi - fi system has a lack of musical 
cohesion or is a bit 'loose', the band is high and bright, the sound is subtle and cold, the 
bass and "gummy" or too light, GENESIS Small can be considered as the drug for 
neutralize these conditions. 
 
Danh sách đĩa nhạc trải nghiệm: The Most Relaxing Classical (Virgin Records), The 
Absolute Sound Reference Vo.3, Julio Iglesias Greatest Hits (Columbia Records), The 
Tube Only Night Music (Tacet), Erich Clapton Unplugged (Reprise Records), Load 
(Metallica). 
 


